atmosphere of tomorrow.
Secondly, Dangl presents a picture of these left-wing governments that reveals how mistaken is much of the demonization or idealization that they have suffered. Instead, he shows that many of these regimes have accepted accommodationist bargains with the old political elites and the international markets. Furthermore, Dangl also underlines the paradoxes of institutionalizing a revolutionary process, signalling how the attempt to consolidate a popular movement in power often comes at the expense of excluding other sectors from the left and closing itself from internal criticism. Regardless of the normative evaluations that this picture motivates, it represents a much more complex assessment of how "pink" the "pink tide" really is.
Finally, the last chapter of the book briefly describes three cases where Dancing with Dynamite does not provide innovative explanations of the left turns in Latin America. Its activist ethos often impedes a more impartial assessment of these cases ? for example, any mention of the accusations of censorship and harassment against the opposition in Venezuela are conspicuously absent ? and Dangl's ideological assumptions frequently conceal unresolved debates, such as the old question of the Second International about reformism versus revolution. If there was a lesson to take from the Colliers' account of workers' incorporation, it is that radicalized labour movements have faced in the past the bloodiest forms of repression. To aprioristically dismiss any form of accommodation with the political establishment as a betrayal to the cause, or to uncritically overlook the authoritarian and exclusionary dynamics that are often present within social movements, entails falling once again into simplistic portrayals of very complex historical processes. Having said this, Dangl's merits supersede those defects, and the South America that he presents is full of the particularities, subtleties and nuances that make it the diverse and vibrant region that inspires some of the most creative research in history and social science.
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